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Let A be an infinite set of integers containing at most finitely many negative 
terms. Let hA denote the set of all integers n such that n is a sum of h elements of A. 
Let F be a finite subset of A. 
THEOREM. If hA contains an infinite arithmetic progression with difference d, and 
if gcd{a - a’ja, a’ E A\Fj = d, then there exists q such that q(A\F) contains an 
infinite arithmetic progression. In particular, if A is an asymptotic basis, then A\F is 
anasymptoticbasislfandon!v~f‘gcd{a-a’~a,a’~A\F}=l. 
THEOREM. If A is an asvmptotic basis of order h, and if FE A, card(F) = k, and 
A\F is an asymptotic basis, then the exact order of A\F is O(hk+ ‘). ‘(‘i 1985 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
Let A be a set of integers, and let hA denote the set of all sums of h not 
necessarily distinct elements of A. If hA contains all sufficiently large 
integers, then A is an asymptotic basis of order h. The set A is an asymptotic 
basis if A is an asymptotic basis of order h for some h. 
Let A be an asymptotic basis such that 0 E A and the elements of A are 
nonnegative. Erdiis and Graham [l] proved that A\{O) is an asymptotic 
basis if and only if 
gcd{a-a’la, a’cA\{O}} = 1. 
Grekos [2] observed the following generalization of the Erdos-Graham 
theorem. Let A be an asymptotic basis containing at most a finite number 
of negative integers. Let x E A. Then A\(x) is an asymptotic basis if and 
only if 
gcd{a-a’la, a’E A\(x)} = 1. 
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Nathanson [6, 71 conjectured that if A is an asymptotic basis containing 
at most a finite number of negative terms, if x E A, and if 
gcd{a-a’la, &A\(x)} =d, 
then there exists an integer q such that q(A\{x}) contains an infinite 
arithmetic progression with difference d. He also considered the problem of 
determining the finite subsets F of A such that A\F is an asymptotic basis, 
and of estimating the order of an asymptotic basis of the form A\F in terms 
of the order of the asymptotic basis A. 
In this paper we obtain a result (Theorem 1) that implies not only the 
ErdGs-Graham theorem and the conjecture, but also their generalization to 
sets of the form A\F, where A is any strictly increasing sequence of integers 
such that hA contains an infinite arithmetic progression, and F is any finite 
subset of A. 
Let A be an asymptotic basis. The exact order of A, denoted g(A), is the 
smallest integer h such that A is an asymptotic basis of order h. Let Z,(A) 
denote the set of all subsets FE A such that F has cardinality k and A\F is 
an asymptotic basis. Define 
G,(h)= max 
n4Lh 
It is an open problem to calculate G,(h). 
Erdijs and Graham [ 1 ] proved that G,(h) has order of magnitude h2. 
Indeed, they showed that 
Grekos [2] improved this estimate and obtained 
(f, h* + O(h)< G,(h) <h* + h. 
We prove (Theorem 4) that for any k > 1 the extremal function G,(h) has 
order of magnitude hk+ ‘. 
Notation. If A and B are sets of integers, let A + B denote the set con- 
sisting of all numbers of the form a + b, where a E A and b E B. Let a + B 
denote {a} + B. Let B(x) denote the number of elements b E B such that 
1 < b Gx. The lower asymptotic density of B is 
d,(B)=liminf{B(n)/nIn= 1, 2, 3 ,... }. 
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If lim{B(n)/nln = 1, 2,3,...} exists, then it defines the asymptotic density of 
B and is denoted d(B). The Shnirel’man density of B is 
6(B) = inf{ B(n)/n(n = 1, 2, 3 ,... }. 
Let d * B = (dblb E B} be the set obtained by multiplying the elements of B 
by the integer d. Let con(B;g) denote the number of congruence classes 
modulo g represented by the elements of the set B. Let [x] denote the 
integer part of the real number x. 
LEMMA 1. Let B be a set of nonnegative integers such that OE B and 
d,(B)>O. Then B is an asymptotic basis ifand only ifgcd{blb~B)= 1. 
Proof: Letgcd{b)b~B}=dk2andleth~11.ThennrO(modd)forall 
n E hB, and so B is not an asymptotic basis. 
Conversely, let gcd(bJbE B} = 1. Define B,=Bu(l}. Then 
d,(B,)=d,(B)>O and DEB,, hence 6(B,)>O. Shnirel’man [3,8,9] 
proved that if B, is a set of integers such that 0 E B, and 6(B,) > 0, then B, 
is a basis, that is, there exists an integer h, such that n E h, B for all n > 0. 
Since gcd{bJbE B) = 1, there is a finite set of positive integers 
{b,, bz,..., b,} G B such that gcd(b,, b2,..., b,) = 1. Then there exists an 
integer N such that every n 2 N can be represented in the form 
n=xl,“bl +x,,,b,+ .‘. +xrnb,, 
where x l,n, x2,,, ,..., xt,, are nonnegative integers. (Nathanson [S] contains a 
refinement of this result.) Let 
i xi,n(n=N,N+l ,..., N+hl . 
i= 1 
Let h=h,+h,. If naN, then n-NEh,B,, and so 
n-N=b;+b;+ ... +b;,_,+k, 
where b;, b;,..., bL,-ke B and kE (0, 1, 2 ,..., h,). Then 
n=b;+b;+ -*. +b;,-,+(N+k) 
=b;+ ... +b;,-k+xI,N+kbl+ ...xt,a,+kbr 
E(h,-k+h2)BshB, 
and so B is an asymptotic basis. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A he a set qf integers that contains at most a finite 
number of negative elements. Let F be a finite subset of A. If 
gcd{a-a’la, a’E A\F) =d (1) 
and zf hA contains an infinite arithmetic progression with difference d, then 
there exists an integer q such that q(A\F) contains an infinite arithmetic 
progression with difference d. 
Proof: Let A\F= {ai)?&, where a,<a, <a,< .... Condition (1) 
implies that ai = a,, (mod d) for all ai E A\F, and so 
ai = a, + dt;, 
where 0 = to < t, < t, < . . . . and 
gcd{tj(i=O, 1,2 ,... }=l. 
Let T= (t}zo. Then A\F=a,+d*T and so 
k(A\F) = ka, + k(d*T) = ka, + d*(kT) 
for all k B 1. This implies that if n E k(A\F), then n = ka, (mod d). 
Since A = Fu (A\F), it follows that 
(2) 
hA=hFu fi ((h-k)F+k(A\F)} 
k=l 
=hFu 6 {(h-k)F+ka,+d*(kT)) 
k=l 
&hFu b ((h-k)F+ka,+d*(hT)}, 
k=l 
where kTG hT, since 0 E T and k 6 h. Let 
G= 6 {(h-k)F+ka,}. 
k=l 
The set G is finite, and 
hA\hFc G + d*(hT). (3) 
Since hF is finite and since hA contains an infinite arithmetic progression 
with difference d, it follows that there exist integers r and N such that 
{r+ndjn>N}chA\hF. (4) 
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Let G(r)= (gE Gig= r (mod d)}. If gEG(r), then g= r+du for some 
integer U. Let 
Then 
U(r)= {(s-r)ldlg~G(r)~. 
G(r) = r + d*U(r). (5) 
If IE E hA\hF and n - r (mod d), then (3) implies that n E G(r) + d*(hT). It 
follows from (4) and (5) that 
{r + ndln 3 N} E G(r) + d*(hT) 
c r + d*U(r) + d*(hT) 
= r + d*( U(r) + hT) 
and so 
{nln 3 N} L U(r) + hT. (6) 
The set U(r) is finite, and so U(r) + hT is a finite set of translations of hT. 
Formula (6) implies that d,(hT)>O. 
Let B = hT. Then 0 E Tc hT= B. It follows from (2) that the elements of 
B are relatively prime. Moreover, dL( B) > 0. Lemma 1 implies that B = hT 
is an asymptotic basis, and so T is an asymptotic basis of order q for some 
integer q. Therefore, q(A\F) = qa, + d * (qT) contains the infinite 
arithmetic progression qa, + dn for n > N’. This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an asymptotic basis containing at most a finite 
number of negative elements, and let F be a finite subset of A. There exists an 
integer q such that q(A\F) contains an infinite arithmetic progression with 
difference d tf and only tf d 1 d’, where 
gcd{a-a’la, &A\F} =d’. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an asymptotic basis containing at most a finite 
number of negative elements, and let F be a finite subset of A. Then A\F is 
an asymptotic basis tf and only tf 
Theorems 2 and 3 follow immediately from Theorem 1. 
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It is not known how to generalize the preceding results to sets of the 
form A\I, where A is an asymptotic basis and I is an infinite subset of A. 
The analog of Theorem 3 is certainly false in the infinite case. For example, 
let A=(l)u{2nln=0,1,2,...} and let Z=(n>lln#6k}. Then 
A\Z= (0, I} u (6&l/k= 1, 2,...] is infinite and gcd{a - a’ja, a’ E A\I} = 1, 
but A\Z is not an asymptotic basis. 
LEMMA 2. Let B be a set of complete congruence classes modulo g. Let 
d=gcd{b-b’Ib,b’EB}.Ifcon(B;g)=l, thencon(hB;g)=lforallh>l. 
Zfcon(B; g) > 1, then 
con(hB; g) 3 min(h + 1, g/d). 
Proof. By translation, we can assume that OE B. Therefore, 
d=gcd{bjbEB} and ddivides g. If con(B;g)=l, then b-O(modg) for 
all b E B, and so c E 0 (mod g) for all c E: hB, hence con(hB; g) = 1. 
Let con(b; g) > 1. Since b = 0 (mod d) for all b E B, we have c E 0 (mod d) 
for all c E hB. Since d divides g, it follows that 
con(hB; g) <g/d 
for all h> 1. 
Since 0 E B, we have BE 2B c 3Bc . . . . Consequently, there exists a 
smallest integer h* such that h*B = (h* + 1) B. For h = 1, 2,..., h* - 1, 
con((h + 1) B; g) > 1 + con(hB; g) 
and so 
con(hB; g) >, h + 1 
for h = 1, 2 ,..., h*. Clearly, h* + 1 d g/d. 
Choose b i ,..., b, E B such that gcd(b, ,..., b,) = d. If bi < 0, replace bi by 
6, + n,g > 0. Since B is a union of complete congruence classes modulo g, 
we can assume that bi> 0 for i= l,..., s. Let C = h*B. Then 
C+B=h*BtB=(h*+l)B=h*B=C 
and so c + b E C for all c E C and b E B. It follows that 
c+b,x, + ... +b,x,EC 
for all c E C and all nonnegative integers xi,..., x,. The form 
b,x, + ... + b,x, represents all sufIiciently large multiples of d, and so, in 
particular, an integer of the form gu + d. Since C consists of complete con- 
gruence classes modulo g, if c E C, then c -gu E C and so 
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c + d = (c - gu) + (gu + d) E C. Therefore, C = h*B is periodic with period 
d. For h > h*, it follows that 
con(hB; g) = con(h*B; g) > g/d 
and so con(hB; g) = g/d. This concludes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a sequence of integers with at most finitely many 
negative terms, let gcd{a - a’1 a, a’ E A} = 1, and let d,(A) = a > 0. Let 
n 2 l/a. Then A is an asymptotic basis of order 2n. 
Proof A simple counting argument shows that if B is a sequence with 
d,(B) > 4, then B is an asymptotic basis of order 2. Hence, it suffices to 
show that d,(nA)>s. 
By translating A by its least element, we can assume that 0 E A and that 
A consists only of nonnegative integers. 
We apply to nA the theorem of Kneser [3,4] on the asymptotic density 
of sumsets. There are two cases. In case 1. 
d,(nA) > min(nd,(A), 1) = 1> i. 
In case 2, there exists a positive integer g and a set B that is a union of 
complete congruence classes modulo g such that A E B, the sumsets nA and 
nB eventually coincide (i.e., there exists N such that, if k 2 N, then k E nA if 
and only if k E nB), and 
d,(nA) = d(nB) 2 rid(B) - (n - 1)/g 
>na-(n-1)/g 
21-@-1)/g. 
If g > 2n - 2, then d,(nA) > 4. 
Suppose g<2n-2. Then (n+ 1)/g>&. If g= 1, then B=Z and A is an 
asymptotic basis of order n, and so of order 2n. Let ga 2. Since the 
elements of A are relatively prime and A E B, it follows that 
2 < con(A; g) < con( B; g). 
Lemma 2 implies that 
con(nB; g) 2 min(n + 1, g) 
370 
and so 
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d,(nA) = d(nB) = con(nB; g)/g 
>min(n+ l,g)/g 
>;. 
This concludes the proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let k b 1. Then for any h > 2, 
(h/(k+ l))k+l + O(hk) < G,(h) 6 (2/k!) hkfl + O(hk). 
Proof: Let A be an asymptotic basis of order h. Let F be a subset of A 
such that card(F) = k and B= A\F is an asymptotic basis. Then 
gcd(b - b’ 1 b, b’ E B} = 1. By translating A appropriately, we can assume 
thatOEBandsogcd(b)bEB=l).Since 
h-l 
hA=h(BuF)= u {(h-j) B+jF}uhF, 
/=O 
it follows that 
h-l 
hA\hFc u ((h-j) B+jF) 
J=o 
chB+ 
Since A is an asymptotic basis of order h and F and hF are finite sets of 
integers, it follows that hA\hF contains all suffkiently large integers, hence 
d(hA\hF)= 1. The cardinality of the finite set u,h:d jF is at most equal to 
the number of choices of not more than h - 1 elements of F with repetitions 
allowed, and this is 
The lower asymptotic density of a set is invariant under translation. If 
C , ,..., C, are translates of a set C, that is, if Ci = C-t ui for i= l,..., t, then 
dL( Ci) = dL( C) and 
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It follows that if U is a finite set, then 
Therefore, 
d,(C + U) <card(U) . dL(C). 
1 =d(hA\hF)=d(hB+IG:jF) 
and so 
d,(hB)> l/(“+:- ‘). 
Since B has relatively prime differences and BE hB, it follows that hB is an 
asymptotic basis of order 2 (h + f- ’ ), hence B is an asymptotic basis of order 
2h( h + i ~ ’ ). Therefore, 
To obtain the lower bound for G,(h), it sutlices to construct the follow- 
ing set A. Let b= [h/(/c+ l)] + 1, let F= (6, b* ,..., bk), and let m = bk+‘. 
Define the asymptotic basis A by 
A=Fu(a301a=O or 1 (modm)}. 
It is proved in [7] that g(A) < h. For h 3 k + 1, 
A\F= (a~O~a~0 or 1 (modm)} 
and so 
Therefore, 
g(A\F)=m- 1 = (h/(k+ l))k+l + O(hk). 
G,(h) 2 (h/(k + l))k+ ’ + O(hk). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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